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MAM

"A step to greatness..." claimed The Miami Herald.

MAM is dedicated to engaging a broad public with art from the twentieth century through the present. MAM's collection, which Art in America magazine called "the quintessential Miami collection" in 1999, looks at international art from the perspective of the Americas and reflects the cosmopolitan makeup of Miami, forging connections among diverse groups and ideas. Among the artists represented in the collection are Carlos Alfonso, José Bedia, Fernando Botero, Chuck Close, Joseph Cornell, Marcel Duchamp, Edouard Duval-Carrié, Teresa Fernandez, Felix Gonzalez-Torres, Guillermo Kuitca, Ann Hamilton, Morris Louis, Ana Mendieta, Robert Rauschenberg, James Rosenquist, Rubén Torres-Llorca, George Segal, Lorna Simpson, and Frank Stella, among many others.

125,000 square foot building located in Museum Park